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Red appropriately called The Eagle’s Nest. opened its doors at the Center for Wildlife...

 mold, which can be transferred to sites to ensure minimal build before refilling them.
 can be harmful to birds. Dry feeders show signs of mold or fungus.
 cleaner or bleach. Also, check seed a month with a nonabrasive glass...
 summer’s heat and rain, bird...

Keep your backyard bird feeders...

Would you want to eat at a restaurant...

A Cleaner Feeder!

During summer, hummingbird...

Be sure to rinse feeders...

Glue eyes to the pom pom to finish off your cute, new turtle craft!

Pipe cleaners (cut in half)

Glue eyes to the pom pom to finish off your cute, new turtle craft!

Once the paint dries, glue a pompom to the front of the shell for the head.

If you'd like your image featured in an upcoming article of the Raptor Review, if you have and feel...

Mother Nature’s Tanks

The flight show season will begin again on September 7th, 2013! They will con...

Wildlife Curator at the Center, Scott Courdin, explains why this break is so im...

Georgia natives, or may nor...

Waiting to share fun facts about some really amazing animals!

Summer Program Fun!

Graduation Month & Year:

Student Assistant

Contact Pam Harley

Did you know...?

Contact Scott Courdin

I want to go...

Contact jscott@georgiasouthern.edu or...

Unlike any other when you visit the...

Enjoy wildlife photography? The unique...

Click the Facebook page regularly. Like the Facebook page regularly. Like the Facebook page regularly. Like the Facebook page regularly. Like the Facebook page regularly.

Freedom, the mascot of Georgia...

And remember…

Unlike a snail or a hermit crab a tur...

Have questions related to Wildlife Education?

What is the most important thing you have learned in your position?

What would you tell someone who is thinking about going into a career working with animals?

What would you tell someone who is thinking about going into a career working with animals?

If you are interested in visiting the Center for Wildlife Education:

What would you tell someone who is thinking about going into a career working with animals?

What is the most important thing you have learned in your position?

What would you tell someone who is thinking about going into a career working with animals?

What is the most important thing you have learned in your position?

What would you tell someone who is thinking about going into a career working with animals?

What is the most important thing you have learned in your position?